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In this talk, we explore:
• The C-domain in two languages whose complementizers are derived from verba 

dicendi -- Malayalam (Dravidian, South India) and Meiteilon (Tibeto-Burman, North-
East India); the distribution of finite complements; the cartography of the left pe-
riphery in both root and embedded contexts.

• The “C-T connection” – Chomsky (2004), Biberauer (2005). 

I. The C-T Connection

(A) Chomsky (2004, 2005):  Feature Spread from C-T
• T functions in the Case-agreement system only if its selected by C, in which case it is 

also complete…in just this case T has the semantic properties of true Tense (2004: 
115-16).

• For T, …Agree- and Tense-features are inherited from C [shorthand for the region that 
Rizzi (1997) calls the left periphery]. …In the lexicon, T lacks such features. (2005:9). 

• … The EPP can reformulated in terms of feature-inheritance…. Not being a phase 
head, T need have no option for second-Merge  IM, but rather inherits it from C (2005: 22).

• If C-T Agrees with the Goal DP, the latter can remain in situ under long-distance Agree, 
with all uninterpretable features valued; or it can raise as far as SpecT, at which point it is 
inactivated, with all features valued, and cannot raise further to SpecC.

(B) Biberauer (2005): C-T Splitting 
T as a radically empty head in the lexicon is problematic for a theory that also locates para-
metric variation in the lexicon. 
⇒ The categories traditionally thought of T and C are stored in the lexicon as a single 

complex category, of which T constitutes the “core’ and C constitutes the “edge”. 
⇒ The core can Probe for Agree and EPP-features (=D-feature), the edge always hosts 

minimally  Edge-Features, but can also be specified with an EPP-feature. An EF is 
blind (unlike EPP, which is a D- or V-feature),  “indiscriminate” (Chomsky 2005:17), and not 
criterial (contra Rizzi 2004), i.e. outside the ±interpretable distinction. 

⇒ The C/T complex can either remain intact and function as a single complex or else it 
can split into two independent sub-complexes:
Within a language, C-T may not always split. Explains subject/non-subject asymme-
tries in wh-interogatives (string-vacuousness, no do-support, that-trace violations), as only 
one category is needed to satisfy both core and edge properties. In object wh-interroga-
tives, C not only has an EF but also an EPP-feature.
Crosslinguistic variation: Biberauer and Roberts (2006) A parameter governs whether 
C’s Tense features are transferred to T – in non-English Germanic, they are not; in Ro-
mance and English they are. This is distinct from the independent dimension of licensing 
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T’s agreement (f-) features, which arguably are not transferred  from C.

(C) Concerns 
• Two dislocation triggers, EF & EPP -- is this too expensive? 
•  Does the connection between Force/Fin-T translate into a Force/Fin-Mood/Asp connec-

tion with similar effects, for languages that do not have TP? 
In this paper, we will examine these concerns, as well as the splitting vs. spreading thesis, 
(henceforth, Biberaur’s Conjecture [BC]) through the evidence from two languages, Ma-
layalam and Meiteilon, both of which have been claimed to lack TP altogether. Both lan-
guages show little evidence for SpecT, as the table below summarizes. 

This is in itself not sufficient for ruling out a Tns head altogether, as given BC, the absence of 
SpecT  may indicate that Tns does not split from C in the language.

II. Malayalam: No SpecT but Tense

(D) A C/T Complex
❑ Amritavalli and Jayaseelan (2003): There is no Tense (and, hence, no Tense Phrase) in 

Dravidian. What is conventionally called Tense is actually Aspect; perfective aspect has 
been wrongly analysed as past tense and imperfective/progressive aspect as present 
tense. The locus of finiteness is Mood (as instantiated in MoodP(hrase)).

❑ Hany Babu & Jayaseelan (2003): The primary question “is not whether Dravidian has 
Tense Phrase, but whether Tense exists as a category in Dravidian”. Malayalam has 
Tense, and the tense distinction in Malayalam is between past and nonpast (i.e. there is no 
present or future tense). What AJ consider to be  “perfective” aspect is not perfective. 

⇒ C and T do not split in Malayalam in root contexts.

(E) Embedded Contexts
⇒ Malayalam CPs are preverbal, and the complementizer is descended from the verb say. 

Enna correlates with both Force and Finiteness. No C/T split in embedded contexts.
2. [[[raaman siitaa-ye konnu ennA] riiTaa parañu ennA ]anup parañu]

Ram Sita-ACCkilled that Rita said  that Anup said
`Anup said that Rita said that Raman killed Sita.’

❑ There is evidence for a factive/propositional distinction in Malayalam. Factive CPs are 

Property Malayalam 

Expletives !

Raising predicates !

Subject-verb agreement !

Subject wh-Extraction asymmetry !

Passives !
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headed by ennAdA, propositional CPs are headed by ennA.  
3. [raaman pottan aaNa ennAdA] siitaa-ykku manasilaa:yi

Raman fool BE COMP-DEM Sita-DAT understood
‘Sita understood that Ram is a fool.’

4.  [Raaman sita-ye kaanum ennAd-ine] raavanan edirttu
[Raaman-NOM  Sita-ACC will see COMP -DEM-ACC] Ravanan opposed
‘Ravana opposed (the fact) that Ram will meet Sita’.

❑ Both factive and propositional CPs are islands for WH- extraction and scrambling:
5. [[[raaman aare konnu ennA] anup parañu]

Ram who-ACC killed that Anup said
(i) Anup said who killed Sita. [narrow scope]

(ii) *Who did Anup say killed Sita? [wide scope]
6.  *[[[raaman siitaa-ye konnu ennA] parañu ennA ] riiTaaanup parañu]

Ram Sita-ACCkilled that said  that Rita Anup said
`Anup said that Rita said that Raman killed Sita.’

• According to Klamer (2000), quotative complementizers are ‘semantically bleached’ 
grammaticalised report verbs.  This bleaching involves a loss of argument structure and 
results in a lexical representation of the report verb as a predicate without an external ar-
gument. In our view, the grammaticalisation of VSAY as a quotative complementizer implies 
detransitivisation in the direction of unaccusativisation, and it  is this property that moti-
vates the inversion of the quotative’s complement into its specifier. 

• Specifically, Kidwai & Mathew (2005) propose quotative complementizers in general to be 
ForcePs, which merge at the EDGE of a vP phase. Subsequent inversion of the quota-
tive’s complement yield the head-final order.

vP1
3 

ForceP2    vP1

3      4 
Ti        C2 Anup knew

3     3 
vP2 T say   ti

3            
ForceP3 vP2
4       4 

Raman Sita killed say  Rita said

• In ennAdA clauses, Malayalam has a productive process of what traditional grammar calls 
nominalisation, which involves the set-Merge of Dem virtually any maximal projection (bar-
ring perhaps a modal phrase). -ada in ennAda is then a Dem set- merged to a factive CP.

7. A CP set-merged with (i.e. selected by) a demonstrative is assigned a factive interpretation.

• With both sets of derivations, then, the EDGE of the matrix vP phase comes to be occu-
pied by Spellout. The islandhood of these FCCs is straightforwardly predicted by the 
Phase Impenetrability Condition.

8. The PIC: In the structure [ ZP=PH1 ... Z... [HP=PH2 XP [H YP]]]
3

EXTERNAL MERGE 
OF FORCEP3

TP INVERSION

EXTERNAL MERGE 
OF FORCEP2



Interpretation/evaluation/Spellout for PH1 is at PH2, where PH2 is a strong phase.
The domain of H, for strong phase HP, is not accessible to operations at ZP, but only H and 
its edge (where edge is the residue outside of H?).

• The general unavailability of wide scope of embedded wh- in Malayalam (in the absence of 
clefting). If [Spec, CP] is available as a (intermediate) landing site, then why is a wide-
scope reading of an embedded subject wh- unavailable. 

• The evidence from non-finite clauses. an infinitival occurs in the OV frame However, if the 
non-finite itself takes a FCC, the order becomes that of finites. If there were no roll-up,  
then the  default order should be [CP3—S—infinitival—matrix verb]. However, this order is 
highly marked -- the infinitival clause must be prosodically set off. 

9. mohan [raamano:Da kaaryam parayaa:n] ti:rumaa:niccu 
Mohan to-Raman matter to say decided        
Mohan decided to tell Ram the matter.

10.  [[CP3 siitaa wi:ttil po:yi enna] [CP2 PRO raamano:Da parayaa:n]] mohan 
ti:rumaa:niccu ] 

Sita  home-to  go-past  to-Raman     to say         mohan decided
Mohan decided to tell Ram that sita went home.

• Reflexive binding facts support merger in EPP-spec
11. mohani tantei/j/k bhaarya-ye kanDu enna raajuj paarañu enna anilk aariñu 

Mohan self-GENwife-ACC    saw   COMP Raju said COMP  Anil knew
Anil knew that Raju said that Mohan saw self’s wife.

• Malayalam has no ECM or raising  predicates, as vP escape hatch is  always occupied. 

III. Meiteilon: No Tns and No SpecT

(F) Embedded Contexts 

• Chelliah (1997) and Singh (2000) identify haybA as the complementizer for factive com-
plements and haynA as the one for propositional complements. 

12. nong cu-gA-ni hay-nA Ai-nA thaZA-y
rain fall-pot-cop say-instr I-cntr believe-nhyp
I believe that it will rain.

13. [Rani-nA Tombi-dA layrik pi-bA-si]   John-nA phA-tt-A hay-bA khAng-i
Rani Tombi-loc book give-nom-hort John good-neg-asrt say-nom know-nhyp

Property Meitelon 

Expletives !

Raising predicates !

Subject-verb agreement !

Subject wh-Extraction asymmetry !

Passives !
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John knows that it is not good that Rani gave the book to Tombi.

• Extending the analysis for Malayalam FCCs does not capture the factive vs. propositional 
distinction completely. The  haybA C may assume other forms, but haynA may not

15.     A-hAl-du-nA yen hura-li hay-bA-du/*hay-bA/*hay-nA Ay-nA u-y
ATT-old-DISTAL-CNTR chicken steal-PROG say-NOM-DISTAL/*NOM/*INSTR I-CNTRsee-NHYP
‘I saw the old man stealing the chicken’

• Factive interpretations are from –bA 
16.   [Tomba-buka-du-dAgi cAt-hAn-khi-bA-du] Ay-nA-ni

Tomba-PATroom-DISTAL-ABL go-OBL-STILL-NOM-DISTAL I-NA-COP
I am the one that caused Tomba to leave the room.

The link is with evidentiality

Quotative Meaning of Quotative

haydAnA By saying so, then

haydunA Having said so, then Subject V-ed

haybAgi Regarding that which was said

haybAdA According to what Subject rightly says

haybAdAgi As a result of that which was said

haybAnA Because of that being said

haybAninA Because it is thus said

haybAbu Although that is

Complemen-
tiser

Chelliah’s Observations

haynA Speaker uncertain about the truth of the proposition; occur with verbs that 
describe the atttitude of the speaker towards the subordinated proposition; 
never used with verbs of knowledge or acquisition of knowledge; used with 
verbs of saying where the speaker reports the words of someone else but 
cannot be sure of their truth value.

haybA Speaker has some evidence about the truth of the proposition expressed in 
the complement; use restricted to verbs such as know and see; never occurs 
with propositional attitude verbs (believe, think); 

haybAsi Speaker certain about the truth of the proposition; cannot be used with 
hearsay; used if the event is indisputable

haybAdu Speaker has first-hand evidence and has irrefutable facts (that the hearer is 
not privy to) to support the truth of the subordinated proposition; cannot be 
used with progressive aspect.
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(G) No T 
• Evidentiality is an important category in Meitelon root contexts 

Meiteilon transparently does not have Tense at all, and an extensive morphlogy to mark illocu-
tionary force, aspect, aktionsart  and mood. Temporal semantics is captured through epis-
temic and deontic mood and evidentiality marking (Chelliah 1997).  

–ni is categorized as a “copula” by Chelliah, but the proper analysis identifies it to be a Force indi-
cator, as not only is it in complementary distribution with Force, –ni cannot be inflected for aspect 
or mood marking, unexpected behavior for a verbal category.

Force Mood Aspect & Aktionsart 

Nonhypothetical -í Potential -kA V repeatedly, habitually -kAn

Assertive -e Non-potential -loy V simultaneously -kAn

Imperative -u Necessity -tA V in the nick of time -háw

Prohibitive -nu Obligation -tAw V ahead/behind time -khi

Optative -ke Intention -toy Inchoative -lu

Supplicative -si Telic lAk

Permissive -sAnu Indirect evidence -lAm Perfect -lA

Interrogative -lA Progressive -li

Temporal Deixis FORM TIME REFERENCE

ROOT-(ASPECT)-FORCE √v-í present

POTENTIAL- FORCE ka-ni future (possible)

NECESSITY-FORCE (WITH 1P) toy-ni future (immediate)

POTENTIAL-OBLIGATIVE- FORCE ka-taw-ni future (hypothetical)

PERFECT-ASSERTIVE DECLARATIVE la-e past

EVIDENTIAL-NON-POTENTIAL-FORCE lam-loy-ni past (possibly unrealized)

EVIDENTIAL-POTENTIAL-FORCE lam-ka-ni future (possible but unconfirmed)

(d) Attitude 

shared information -ne

confirmative -ye

exasperative -he

contrary to expectation tA

purAkhAllAmgAdAbAnidA ‘should have caused to be bringing’ 6



• In embedded contexts , neither evidentiality nor  Force markers appear.

(H) The Root Periphery
There are other heads in the left periphery as well, to which arguments and non-clausal ad-
juncts may raise optionally.
17. Ay cÁtkAni ‘I will go

18. AynA cÁtkAni ‘I (CONTRASTIVE) will go’

19. Aydi cÁtkAni‘I (DELIMITATIVE) will go’

20. AydA cÁtkAni ‘I (EXCLUSIVE) will go’

21. Ay-nA rAm-dÁ nunsí ‘I, as opposed to you, love only Ram’

22. Ay-di rAm-nA nunsí ‘Ram loves me (over all possibilities)’

pu -lAk -hAl -lAm -kA -tA -li -pA -ni -tA

CARRY TELIC CAUS EVID POTEN OBLIG PROG FIN FORCE CONTRARY TO EX-
PECTATION

(e) Left Periphery FORM Left Periphery FORM Left Periphery FORM

EXCLUSIVE -tÁ CONTRASTIVE -nA TOPIC-THAT -du

DELIMITATIVE -ti ADVERSATIVE -pu TOPIC-THIS -si

FIN -pA
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Point of View    [V]   
 

Force   [V]   
 

[DP]   Delimitative  [-ti] 
 

[DP]   Adversative [-bu] 
 

[DP]  Contrastive [-nA] 
 

   [DP]    Exclusive[-tÁ] 
 

[DP]  Topic-that/-this [-du/-si] 
 

Aspect           [hay] 
 

Deontic Mood 
 

+/- Realis 
 

Epistemic Mood 
 

Causative 
 

Aktionsart 
 
 



IV. No independent T
• C transfers its FORCE features to v;  when T is radically absent
• T has independent  u-phi features. 
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